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Introduction

Ever wondered why People of African decent do not have any ‘Globally’ recognised or ‘Organised’ religious/cultural institutions of their own? For example; belief systems such as the Yoruba religion of Nigeria are often frowned upon, and regarded as little more than Barbarous ‘Mumbo Jumbo’ by not only Westerners, but also many so-called educated ‘Enlightened’ Africans. Who often dismiss African beliefs as merely ‘Devilishment’, which is interesting because this means prior to the arrival of European & Arab Missionaries, all African’s inherently practiced Devil or Satanic worship which is a damning indictment of African Spirituality. It is exactly this type of mentality, which has been encouraged by Europeans since Colonialism, and above all else, is most deplorable about African’s themselves, namely; the eagerness to denounce and abandon their own ‘Indigenous’ Gods & Religious practices in exchange for ‘Watered Down’, and often corrupted; European, Asian & Arab interpretations of Religion, which in turn have contributed to Blacks now hating and despising their very selves.

If the East-Indians have Hinduism, The Chinese Taoist & ‘Confuscist’ Philosophies, The Tibetans Buddhism, The Europeans Christianity & Judaism, The Arabs Islam and even the so-called North American ‘Indians’ have Shamanism, then what ‘Indigenous’ Religion do Blacks have? And why is it that Negroes are only Approved of, The Europeans Christianity & Judaism, The Arabs Islam and even the so-called North American ‘Indians’ have their very selves.

Although there maybe extensive evidence to suggests that the original Arabs & Hebrews or ‘Semetic’ people were all of Negroid by ‘Ethnicity’, effectively rendering the 3 so-called ‘Monotheistic’ Religions namely Judaism, Christianity & Islam all Africa in origin. Nevertheless this means very little to Blacks currently under the Judeo-Christo-Islamic Spell of religious indoctrination. Due to the devastating effects of Colonialism, most African’s both at home, and abroad, today suffer from what could be called a “Biblical Complex”. Which is because Caucasians have succeeded in making most of the world’s darker peoples, with Negroes in particular, feel inadequate for not being part of the so-called Judo-Christian Biblical ancestry. When in actuality, African’s descend from Cultures which pre-date Judaism, Christianity & Islam by several Millennia. And whilst Judaism, Christianity & Islam may have all had their roots in Africa, whether we want to accept it or not, they are all safely in the hands of people who now regard Blacks as little more than their inferiors.

Since the Euro-Arab onslaught upon the African Continent, the Closest Blacks have come to a belief system of their own was Rastafarianism, which emerged following the death of The Hon. Marcus Garvey. Unfortunately Rastafarianism soon become synonymous with wearing ‘Dread Locks’ or Dreadful Hair, Pop-Music, Smoking Cannabis & Criminality, eventually degenerating the Religious movement into little more than a ‘Funky’ fashion trend amongst Western Blacks during the 80’s, consigning the true Rastafarians to relative obscurity. This is in stark contrast to the Sikh faith, the radical concoction of Hinduism & Islam, created on the Indian Sub-continent in the 16th century under the ‘Moghul’ Dynasty, which is now recognised as one of the so-called ‘Great World Religions’, of which, not suprisingly, none are represented of Black or African origin.

It is for these reasons above all else, that we have decided to conduct an objective examination into the life and teachings of Dr. Malachi. Z. York, Founder and Spiritual Leader of The United Nuwaubian Nation of Moors. Although many Black leaders and organisations have attempted to address the issue of an authentic African centred belief system, none have done so with anywhere near the same success as Malachi York. Known throughout his 35-year Ministry by a plethora of different Names & Titles, which have included:

As Sayyid Al Imaam Isa Al Haadi Al Mahdi
Amunnubi Rooakhptah
Rabboni D.D.
Abba Essa
Amar Uru
Al-Qubt
Maku
Baba ‘Bawassa’ Afrika
Isa Abdullah Al Mahdi
Yanuwn
The Green One
Isa Al-Masih
Chief Black Thunderbird Eagle
Grand Al Muf ti “Divan” Noble Rev. Dr. Malachi Z. York-El
The Reformer
Imam Isa Abu-Bakr
Abba Issa
Dr. Malachi. Z. York
Amun Nubi Ra ankh Ptah
Rabboni Y’Shua Bar El Haady
Afro Oono
Isa Muhammad
Isa Abdullah Muhammad
Yanuwn
Sabathil
Muroq
Dr. York
En-Mar. Duq
Malachi Zodok
The Master Teacher
Malachi Zodok
The Angel Michael
Melchizedek
Asayed El Imaam Issa El Haaiy El Mahdi
Al Haj Al Imaam Isa
Al Hajj Al Imaam Isa Abd’Allah Muhammad Al Mahdi
Tuhuti
Consul General: Dr. Malachi Z. York ©™
However for the sake of clarity, we have decided to refer to him simply as ‘York’ throughout the body of this text to avoid confusing the reader.

I first became aware of Malachi York’s teachings during the late 1980s, when he was known at the time as ‘Imam Isa’, through an article I had written in my native South Africa about the Hip Hop Fraternal movement the Zulu Nation founded by former Gang Boss Afrika Bambaataa. After having interviewed members of the group on several occasions, I later discovered that they were part of a wider movement known as the ‘Nubian Nation’, who were Religiously affiliated to the now defunct; Ansaaru Allah Community/Nubian Islamic Hebrews, formerly based in Brooklyn New York, and led at the time by the outspoken and somewhat ‘Maverick’ African-American Muslim Cleric, I would later come to know as Dr. York, who professed to be descended from 19th Century Sudanese Mystic: ‘The Mahdi’ Muhammad Ahmed.

During the early 1990s, I actually had the honour of meeting York in person, whilst visiting the group’s headquarters to conduct research for a follow-up article, but subsequently lost touch with their activities until York’s dramatic arrest in 2002. Although now referring to himself as ‘Dr. Malachi. Z. York’, and his group as ‘The Nuwaubians’, I immediately recognized him as the same Imam Isa / Dr. York, whom I had previously met over 10 years earlier in New York. I promptly gathered a group of trusted fellow researchers, and promptly set about conducting what would become 4 more years of solid research into not only the group, but also York’s actual Child Molestation case, which would ultimately form the basis of this book.

Inspired by the teachings of the Honourable Elijah Muhammad, the Nuwaubian leader was able to skilfully develop an African-centred belief system, over a 35-years period incorporating elements of Judaism, Christianity & Islam, which as previously stated, originally became corrupted by European, Asians & Arab interpretations since being ‘Usurped’ or Stolen from their Birthplace on the African Continent. Although often accused by detractors of constantly changing his philosophy, York’s teachings were able to undergo what can only be described as a astonishing metamorphic ‘Evolution’, made possible by a unique method of entirely submerging his pupils inside numerous religious doctrines & practices, and effectively taking them through a myriad of Cultural & Religious philosophies lasting the greater part of 30-years, before finally revealing to them the true source or Origins of the 3 major world Religions. Demonstrating with great skill, that the teachings of Islam & Christianity both originated from Judaism or Hebrewism, which in turn grew out of the Cultural/Religious practices of the Ancient Egyptians of North-East Africa & Ancient Mesopotamia, located in what is presently Iraq. After an initial process, which lasted the greater part of 30 years, York was able to develop a type of ‘Proto-Afro-centric Religious Philosophy’, which as he put, was: “Their own Stuff”, aptly named; ‘Nuwaubu’: “The Science of Right Knowledge”, supposedly the original basis of the 3 Monotheistic Religions.

Unrivalled in his field of Linguistics for over 3 decades, Malachi York is well known to be literate as well as fluent, in several languages which include: Hieroglyphics, Cuneiform, Classical & Contemporary Arabic, Ancient & Modern Hebrew, Latin, Greek, Swahili & Yuroba, and should therefore be regarded as one of the World’s leading authorities of Theology the Ancient Languages. Blessed with the ability to make Religious dogma exciting and inspirational to young people, York’s teachings have changed the lives of literally millions around the world.

After initially founding ‘Nuwaubu’ during the late 1960s, York developed the Afro-centric ‘Nuwaubianism’ philosophy over a 35-year period, by essentially reintroducing many aspects of the Cultural & Religious practices from the world’s oldest known Culture & Civilization; ‘Ancient Kush or Cush’, formerly located across what are presently Egypt, Ethiopia, Sudan & Uganda.

Heavily influenced by the remarkable work of such African Pioneers as: Dr. Duse Muhammad Ali, The Honourable Marcus ‘Mosia’ Garvey, Noble Drew Ali, Shaikh Daoud Ahmed Fiesal, The Honourable Elijah Muhammad, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, Malcolm X, Shaikh Anta Diop, Patrice Lamumbah, Dr. Walter Rodney, Dr. Anwar Sadat, along with his own Father Al Haadi Abdur Rahman Al Mahdi, Dr. York, set himself the arduous task of uplifting the Moral, Social, Economic & Spiritual standard of his people, by forming his first organisation the Ansar Pure Sufi in 1970. Although many may argue that he fell well short of this aim, only history will be the true judge of what impact Malachi York’s thirty-plus year ministry has had upon the mental condition of Blacks throughout the Western Hemisphere.

Many of his supporters will assert that Dr. York, along with Minister Farrakhan, has been the single most influential leader since the Honourable Elijah Muhammad, responsible for raising the awareness of countless Millions through Books, Speeches & Lectures since he appeared during the 1970s. Through their teachings, both Malachi York (the Writer) & Louis Farrakhan (the Speaker) as they are affectionately known by there followers,
have single handily provided the inspiration for what many now regard as the “Golden age of Hip Hop”, when consciousness amongst Rappers was at a level never again seen in Black Youth Culture. Artists like Eric B & Rakim, Stetsasonic & most notably Public Enemy, were able to set a standard of excellence for the entire Rap-world Community. As a result of coming into direct contact with both The Nation of Islam & The Ansarullah Community (Nubian Nation), under the leadership and Spiritual Guidance of these two remarkable individuals who seemed to come as a pair, like Minister Malcolm X & Dr. Martin Luther King before them. Nevertheless, it is with the legacy of the individual now known as Dr. Malachi. Z. York, who first came to prominence during the early 1980s, under the name As Sayyid Al Imaam Isa Al Haadi Al Mahdi, and the tremendous effect his teachings have had upon the psyche of Blacks in the Western Hemisphere during the last 30 years, that this book is principally concerned.

Born the illegitimate product of an illicit, and by all accounts ‘lustful’ liaison between an African-American student; Mary. C. York and Sudanese Aristocrat Al Haadi Abdur Rahman Al Mahdi, ‘Isa’, who would eventually re-name himself Malachi York, has been surrounded by controversy ever since his birth in 1945. Claiming that his arrival at the close of the Second World War, was directly linked to the first modern sightings of Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs), and the twin Atomic bomb attacks against Hiroshima & Nagasaki, Japan, York professed to be the expected “Son of Man”, and awaited herald or forerunner of the ‘Second Coming’ of Jesus Christ mentioned in the book of Matthew, Chapter 24, Verse 27. He has taught extensively on the Extra-Terrestrial relationship to God and the Scriptures throughout a career spanning more than three decades. York’s teachings regarding UFOs have often been the focus of ridicule, leading to him being labelled “The Man from Planet Rizq” by the Media, which ironically was taken from the title of one of his own Nuwaubian publications released in 1993.

Arguably one of the most profound, some would even say influential, Theologians of the 20th Century, Malachi York’s teachings have, continuously withstood the most rigorous scrutiny from the Academic World for over 35-years. Whilst he himself is regarded with almost Iconic status by his followers, the Nuwaubian leader has translated both the Old & New Testaments of The Bible & Holy Koran, authored almost 1,000 Book & Pamphlet titles, produced hundreds of Audio & Video recorded Lectures, at the same time challenging the Orthodox: Islamic, Christian & Judaic religious world leadership to prove him wrong for over 3 decades. During which he was also able to single-handedly develop an entirely new language for Blacks in the Western Hemisphere, build four separate Religious/Political organizations, obtained a PhD, supervise the construction of numerous building projects, all whilst generating Millions of dollars in revenue through various entrepreneurial enterprises, which included a reasonably successful career as a Song Writer, Recording Artist & Producer.

A Philosopher, Diplomat, Philanthropist, Scholar, Visionary, Author, Accomplished Musician, Black Nationalist of the ‘Garveyite’ tradition and natural successor to both Shaikh Daoud Ahmed Fiesal & Malcolm X, Dr. York founded and led the Ansaar Allah Community, which at its height, became the largest Independent Black Islamic Movement in the World. Though his group has suffered a steep decline since York’s arrest in 2002, as ‘Imaam Isa’ in the 1990s, York’s following was estimated at over 1 Million members world-wide, during which he courageously made a stand against, and exposed the twin Evils of White Supremacy & International ‘Orthodox Islamic’ Arab sponsored Terrorism, 20-years prior to 9/11, and the subsequent launch of America’s ‘War on Terror’.

Often criticised by detractors as a flamboyant Megalomaniac & Charlaten, who ruthlessly exploited the devotion of his followers, York was able to carefully craft for himself a Devine-like image, which attracted Thousands of dispossessed Western Blacks towards his cultural philosophy of ‘Nuwaubu’, which was until his arrest, estimated to be the single ‘Fastest Growing’ African lead Religious/Cultural movement on Earth.

Contrary to the malicious claims of many of his detractors, York always kept his movement within the confines of the Law; mobilizing Tens of Thousands of his followers to arrest control of their destiny, through a sophisticated Intellectual Revolution, which differentiated him from many of his predecessors and current contemporaries. Naturally these successes made him many enemies who were determined to not only bring him down, but more importantly destroy his legacy. Causing him to finally come under the scrutiny of U.S. authorities, and the subsequent 25-year FBI investigation into his activities, which culminated in him being sentenced to a 135-year custodial sentence, and seizure of his organisations’ entire assets, on what have now been proven to have been ‘Fabricated’ & ‘Fictitious’ Child-Sex & Racketeering charges. In the years leading up to York’s arrest, Federal Investigators discovered York’s two fatal flaws, which were his arrogant dismissal and belligerence towards other Black Leaders and Movements, as well as his almost Pathological weakness for members of the opposite Sex, both of which, left York completely vulnerable to attack, resulting in his eventual downfall.

Savagely maligned by an orchestrated mainstream media campaign of Disinformation since his arrest in 2002, Dr York’s name has today become synonymous with scandal, having been accused of the most Vile & Contemptuous acts of Sexual Abuse against members of his own organisation, in what has been alleged to have
been the single largest ‘Child Molestation’ case in United States history. Indeed as this book went to press, the conspiracy against York has continued apace with rigorous momentum, with the recent broadcast of CBS’s Montel Williams show entitled: “Exclusive: Cult Survivor’s Speak Out”, on Tuesday, September 25, 2007, which focused solely upon the Prosecution’s distorted interpretation of the facts surrounding the case against the Nuwaubian leader. It has been said that in order to truly destroy a Race you must first; “Dishonour or Disgrace its Heroes”, therefore the purpose of this book is to, once and for all ‘Set The Record Straight’, and clear up many of the misconceptions and rumours surrounding the real Dr. Malachi. Z. York, and the truth behind his life and teachings. Our aim therefore, is to expose, rebuke and completely repudiate the Slander and Misinformation perpetuated in particular by the Mainstream Media, who have throughout successive years, lead a deliberate and concerted campaign of vicious Misrepresentation against not only the Nuwaubian Nation, but every other Progressive Black movement to have emerged in the last Century, and in the process exposed themselves as the ‘Number 1’ Enemy of Black Progress, who have repeatedly helped to foster a climate of fear and distrust towards ‘Progressive’ Black leadership throughout the decades.

Nevertheless, far from simply extolling exaltation upon the Nuwaubian leader, our aim is to reveal many of Malachi York’s failings and shortcomings, which even many of his followers will agree, are indeed numerous in number. Therefore above all, this study is aimed at genuine seekers of Truth regarding the life and teachings of this deeply extraordinary & misunderstood individual. We have thoroughly researched all of the existing material regarding the Nuwaubians, in an attempt to produce a balanced, unbiased yet objective study. Which we hope will succeed in providing both arguments for and against York and his teachings. Although we are not followers of York’s philosophy, we have however immersed ourselves for long enough to think as his followers do, in order to better understand their point of view, yet at the same time still be able to pinpoint many of their contradictions.

Although we appreciate that there will be successive books written regarding this subject in years to come, our aim was to produce a book which could act as a complete reference for anyone interested in learning the Truth about not only Dr. Malachi Z. York, but also his followers; ‘The Nuwaubian Nation’. The purpose of The Man of Many Faces is to answer the many un-answered questions surrounding the Nuwaubian leader, whilst at the same time, provide the most definitive, yet balanced analysis of this subject ever conducted. We hope this will be to the Nuwaubian movement, what Swedish Professor, Matthias Gardell’s groundbreaking work: “In The Name of Elijah Muhammad, Louis Farrakhan and The Nation of Islam”, was to the Nation of Islam.

This book will examine ‘Four’ separate stages of the group’s Evolution, beginning with Chapter’s: 1 & 2, which chronicle York’s alleged Aristocratic ancestry, along with his childhood and adolescent influences, as well as the group’s History and Ideology. Next Chapters 3 through to 7 will mainly concentrate on the group’s early formation and conflicts with other organisations, including the group’s rapid growth into the pre- eminent Global Black movement it became during the early 1980’s. Also discussed are the remarkable influences of the group’s Doctrine upon popular Black Youth Culture since the late 1970s, as well as the Nubian Nation’s numerous changes and subsequent decline during late 1990’s. Finally Chapters 13 to 16 will focus on the group’s famous Exodus from New York to Georgia, and re-emergence at the beginning of the New Millennium. Followed by their infamous conflicts with the mainstream Media & State Authorities, as well as their Political & Celebrity alliances. Finally ending with the animosity and in fighting within the movement, which ultimately provided Federal investigators with the ammunition to finally undermine Dr. York’s credibility.

During the writing of this work various excerpts of our writing have been published at various intervals on anonymous Internet websites, many of which have been quoted, copied and plagiarised by various individuals, some of whom, are affiliated with the Nuwaubian movement. Whilst we do openly welcome and are flattered at sections of our work being utilised, we would also like to point out that this work belongs to us, and are therefore protected by all applicable copyright laws.

Throughout the past 7 years, we have carried out the most exhaustive and comprehensive examination of the Nuwaubian movement, interviewing dozens of former and current members. Scrolled through thousands of pages of online articles, viewed and listened to literally hundreds of hours of archive material, and read stacks of Nuwaubian literature and other related material, in order to compile what we’re sure you’ll agree is the most extensive, yet balanced study of Dr. Malachi. Z. York & The Ansaaaru Allah Community / Nuwaubian Nation of Moors ever conducted to date. We therefore invite not only sincere “Seekers of Truth”, but also those with other motives to explore and at the same time be enlightened by the many complexities surrounding the Nuwaubian’s and their mystifying leader. So sit back and buckle-up your mental seatbelts, as we take you on what can only be described as a mental ‘Roller-coaster’ ride as we journey into the strange yet fascinating tale of the Rise and Fall of one of the most remarkably colourful & flamboyant, yet sinisterly powerfully enigmatic individuals in Modern African History; Isa Al Haadi Al Mahdi otherwise more commonly known as Dr. Malachi .Z. York: “The Man of Many Faces”.

Olu Femi Olatula 2007.
Prologue

Our People get caught up in ‘Super Niggerism’. Yes, our Leaders gotta be as White as Snow, they gotta be perfect. They gotta have no flaws. They gotta be beyond Human. And the Whities know it. That's why Hoover put a Scandal on this one or a Scandal on that one. Because they know the people who need ‘Super Niggerism’ won’t continue to support them, and do what? Back off!! Because [We] cannot differentiate between the Human qualities of the Leader, and between the realities of what that Leader represents………..It doesn’t even have to be true. All they have to do is Print it in the Daily News, and its over!!

Amos Wilson, Destruction of African Civilization

On May 8 2002, Dr. Malachi. Z. York, leader & founder of The United Nuwaubian Nation of Moors, was arrested by Federal Agents on charges supposedly relating to Child Sexual Molestation against minors within his organization. York’s arrest, and the subsequent ‘Waco’ style-Invasion of the Nuwaubian’s 476-acre property by a joint 'Task Force' of almost 700 Heavily armed Government Law Enforcement officers, was the culmination of a 20-year FBI investigation into York’s activities, which was immediately broadcast to TV Networks throughout the U.S.

Eyewitnesses claim that during the raid, weapons were pointed at the heads of Women & Children, under the pretext of searching for evidence, none of which has ever been discovered. Up to 40 Children as young as 4-years old, were ‘Illegally’ taken from their parents by Law Enforcement officials, and forced to undergo degrading examinations for signs of sexual abuse by authorities. However to the disappointment of the Investigators, absolutely no DNA or any other evidence was found of abuse against these children. Despite this, Malachi York was still charged with multiple counts of Child Molestation, and eventually sentenced to 135-years imprisonment in 2004. Since his arrest, York's legal team have worked tirelessly to present crucial evidence that should have immediately exonerated the 62-year old Nuwaubian leader, including a Video-recorded 'Sworn Affidavit', by 'KEY' Prosecution Witness; Abigail Washington, asserting the Nuwaubian leader's complete innocence which was promptly disregarded by Prosecutors, the mainstream Media, and later the 11th Circuit court of Appeals in 2005.

Could Dr. York’s arrest and consequent ‘Character Assassination’ be the direct result of The Nuwaubian leader's growing influence in the United States, and beyond? And could it also be connected to York’s 1993 declaration of the Nuwaubian Nation’s complete independence from the United States, as ‘The Yamasse Native American Moors of the Creek Nation’, an indigenous Sovereign Nation recognized by The United Nations: UN No. 215/1993? As well as his other plans to spearhead the mass Repatriation of African American’s, back to the
West African Nation of Liberia? And if so, is Dr. Malachi. Z. York the latest in a long line of individuals, targeted for ‘Neutralisation’ by the on going War against Black Movements in America. Originally Code-named: Project ‘R’, & ‘King Alfred’s Plan’, later renamed The 'Counter Intelligence Programme' or (COINTELPRO), initially formed by J. Edgar Hoover, to prevent the rise of a so-called ‘Black Messiah’ responsible for the Assassination, Discrediting and False Imprisonment of many Black Leaders since the 1920’s:

The Honourable Marcus Garvey (1887 – 1940)
Founder & Leader of The Universal Negro Improvement Association (Falsely Imprisoned & Discredited)

Noble Drew Ali (1886 – 1929)
Founder & Leader of The Moorish Science Temple (Falsely Imprisoned & Assassinated)

Faud Abdul Wali Muhammad (W. D. Farad) (1891 – 1928)
Member of Pan Arabism & The Ahmadiyya Movements (Falsely Imprisoned & Assassinated)
The Honourable Elijah Muhammad (1897 – 1975)
Leader of The Nation of Islam (Falsely Imprisoned & Discredited)

Minister Malcolm X (1925 – 1965)
National Spokesman of The Nation of Islam (Assassinated)

Clarence 13X (1929 – 1969)
Founder & Leader of The Five Percent Nation of Gods & Earths (Assassinated)
Medgar Willey Evers (1925 – 1963)
African American Civil Rights Activist (Assassinated)

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (1929 – 1968)
Leader of The Southern Christian Leadership (Assassinated)

Fred Hampton (1948 – 1969)
Minister of Information for The Black Panther Party (Assassinated)
Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter (1942 – 1969)
Leader of The Southern California Chapter of the Black Panther Party (Assassinated)

Fred Hampton. Jr
Human Rights Activist (Falsely Imprisoned)

Elmer ‘Geronimo Ji Jagga’ Pratt
Minister of Defence for The Black Panther Party (Falsely Imprisoned)
Dr. Khalid Abdul Muhammad (1948 – 2001)
National Spokesman of The Nation of Islam & New Black Panther Party (Assassinated)

Yahweh Ben Yahweh
Founder & Leader of The Nation of Yahweh (Falsely Imprisoned & Discredited)

Dr. Mumia Abu Jamal
Spokesperson of Black Panther Party & M.O.V.E Organisation (Falsely Imprisoned)